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Installation instructions 

Congratulation on your new CANVAS.  
Please familiarize yourself with this set of 
installation and care instructions before using 
the product.



Advice:

Take care not to mount in the cement if installing on a brick wall. 

CANVAS has a solid construction and is very strong in itself. However, do not 
mount on thin drywall unless mounting directly into the studs.

Cleaning and care of CANVAS:

Installation:

In addition to the included hardware and tools, you will also need a power drill,  
8 mm (5/16”) drill bit, and a level.

Find and measure the desired height of your CANVAS table and 
subtract 1 cm (25/64). This measurement will be the height of the two 
holes for the screw anchors.

The center distance between the two holes depends on the  
purchased table-top size. 
 
 
 100 cm table-top -> A = 978 mm center spacing  
 115 cm table-top ->  A = 1128 mm center spacing
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A (center to center distance)

38 cm center 
spacing 
– same for  
all variants

Linoleum surfaces:
Daily cleaning
Use a moist cloth to wipe down the surface daily.

Maintenance 
With proper care and maintenance, a linoleum surface can withstand decades 
of use. Use a linoleum flooring cleaning product, which will leave a protective 
layer on the surface.

Oil treated oak
Daily cleaning.
Use a moist, microfiber cloth to wipe down the surface. Do NOT use any  
cleaning solvents or chemicals.

Maintenance 
Treat the CANVAS as needed with wood or teak oils multiple times per year to 
keep it clean from filth and fluids.


